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Wireless communication systems are highly prone to channel errors. With video being a major player in Internet traffic and
undergoing exponential growth in wireless domain, we argue for the need of a Video-aware MAC (VMAC) to significantly
improve the throughput and delay performance of real-time video streaming service. VMAC makes two changes to optimize
wireless LAN for video traffic: (a) It incorporates a Perceptual-Error-Tolerance (PET) to the MAC frames by reducing MAC
retransmissions while minimizing any impact on perceptual video quality; and (b) It uses a group NACK-based Adaptive
Window (NAW) of MAC frames to improve both throughput and delay performance in varying channel conditions. Through
simulations and experiments, we observe 56-89% improvement in throughput and 34-48% improvement in delay perfor-
mance over legacy DCF and 802.11e schemes. VMAC also shows 15-78% improvement over legacy schemes with multiple
clients.
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General Terms: Design, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
Although advancements in wireless and cellular networks have improved network throughputs, the
network still throttles the performance of video and high end applications. Cellular networks have
migrated to 4G standards in many countries, yet it is impossible to cater to the ever-increasing de-
mands of video applications using 4G alone. Most companies such as AT&T deploy WiFi hot-spots
in public places such as Starbucks coffee or stadiums to migrate excessive data traffic to wireless
networks. Apart from this, wireless networks are also used in enterprise and home networking.

Wireless LANs are fundamentally designed for convenient and adhoc pairing with access point
for data traffic in a lossy environment. Their LAN resources get quickly exhausted in the presence of
high bandwidth applications and varying channel conditions. However, the convenience of pairing
with Access Point (AP) and obliviousness to video traffic properties can be the major performance
issues for wireless networks.

Surprisingly, the ‘last mile’ connection again becomes an issue to provision all these services
smoothly to end users. The last hop, usually wireless and shared among multiple clients, is the most
crowded and saturated part of the network. The normal wireless access point(AP, 802.11g/n/ac)
can theoretically support 54M/300M/1.3Gbps but the actual performance is significantly less due
to protocol overheads. The network performance and video streaming rate is exponentially reduced
by presence of multiple users and poor channel conditions. Figure 1 and 2 shows our experiments.
Although the data rate of 802.11g is 54Mbps, we can achieve only around half of it, 24Mbps even
in the good conditions. For example - 1080p Youtube video of ‘The Dark Knight trailer’ needs
a download rate of 10 Mbps. Only two viewers can be provisioned at an AP (802.11g) to watch
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Fig. 1. Throughput and Delay of Legacy Wireless AP(802.11g) : Pe(Error Prob.), Pi(Idle Prob. to send), BER(Bit Error
Rate)
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Fig. 2. Throughput and Delay of Legacy Wireless AP(802.11g) : Increasing BER

such movie even in very good channel conditions! The throughput decreases while delay increases
exponentially. This motivates the design of a new scheme that provides graceful degradation of
network resources for video content services.

With increased proliferation of smart phones and portable devices, there is an impending need to
allow all these devices to be connected transparently with the network, providing high performance
computing and delivering enhanced real time multimedia. The next 5 years are projected to provide
unabated mobile video adoption in diverse applications such as TV broadcast, video chats, video-
on-demand and rich media services. Mobile video traffic contributed to 51% of aggregated mobile
data traffic at the end of 2012, and will account for 86% of entire traffic by the end of 2016. Traffic
from wireless devices will exceed traffic from wired devices by 2014 [CiscoSystem 2011]. Thus, it
is desired to optimize video delivery in wireless networks.

As a medium access method, DCF (Distributed Coordination Function) is popularly used in AP,
which is a contention-based scheme by using random-backoff duration to obtain medium access.
However, it does not support QoS and IEEE 802.11e provisions EDCA (Enhanced Distributed
Channel Access) which can improve the performance and support QoS (Quality of Service) to
some degree. Although it offers service-class prioritization for video traffic, it is still agnostic to
video characteristics. It doesn’t consider the low delay requirements of high quality real-time video
traffic and doesn’t exploit the fact that video packets are resilient to some degree of error without
perceptual degradation of delivered video quality.

In this paper, we design a novel scheme that is implemented on top of 802.11e, called Video-MAC
(VMAC) for real-time video-aware packet delivery in MAC layer. First, we propose a Perceptual
Error Tolerance (PET) scheme in MAC layer that reduces redundant retransmissions of lost packets
if they are inconsequential to the human eye. We use the inability of human eye to measure slight
losses in reconstructed video to define a threshold for acceptable frame losses in the MAC layer.
Loss of MAC frame corresponds to loss in I/P/B frames in videos, each of which has a different
impact on perceptual quality. Our scheme accounts for this aspect and assigns different weights to
these losses.



We also propose a scheme based on a group NACK transmission to flexibly cope with fluctuating
network conditions. This minimizes the signaling overhead not only in good conditions, but also in
bad condition. Further, we sub-partition TXOP1 into windows, which are adapted to size according
to channel conditions. We combine them to build a group NACK-based Adaptive Window (NAW)
scheme. The main contributions of VMAC are as follows:

— We propose a Perceptual Error Tolerance (PET) mechanism to adapt the retransmissions in MAC
according to the desired perceptual quality. The MAC frame losses are weighed according to
their impact on perceptual quality, and retransmissions are only triggered when overall losses are
beyond a perceptual threshold.

— We derive the weights for different types of MAC frame losses (corresponding to I/P/B losses)
using extensive experiments on a prototype selective-frame-drop middleware.

— We propose a group NACK-based mechanism, combined with Adaptive Window (NAW) scheme
to improve the protocol efficiency for video transmissions.

— The window to be introduced in the proposed NAW has the variable length to cope with vary-
ing network conditions by using a Multiplicative-Increase Tolerant-Multiplicative-Decrease algo-
rithm.

In our implementation, we observe 56-89% improvement in throughput and 34-48% improvement
in delay performance over legacy 802.11g (DCF; Distributed Coordination Function) and 802.11e
schemes. VMAC also shows 15-78% improvement over legacy schemes with multiple clients.

VMAC can be implemented as a dedicated video access point such as Google Chrome-
cast [Chromecast 2014], AppleTV [AppleTV 2014] and home video set-top-boxes, or it can be
integrated to traditional Access Points (APs) with a slight update in protocol. In the first case, the
dedicated video access point streams video traffic using VMAC. In the second scenario, all traffic
(from all clients) seek resources from AP. Then, the normal traffic will be routed via regular 802.11
MAC protocol while video traffic will be moved to VMAC. VMAC can be integrated as a module
to Wi-Fi Multimedia (WMM) certified APs which are enabled for EDCA and TXOP. VMAC needs
a simple modification in both sender and receiver. Channel sensing remains same for VMAC and
non-video traffic goes the usual way as in EDCA. Live video streaming services, live video chat as
well as on-demand video can be streamed using VMAC for throughput and delay improvements.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief review of related works. Section
3 gives background of 802.11 standards for video delivery and understanding of frame-packaging
in video codecs. Section 4 gives motivation behind VMAC while Section 5 and 6 details the design
elements of our scheme. In Section 7, we discuss the performance of VMAC over existing schemes.
Section 8 concludes with directions for future work.

2. RELATED WORK
There are many efforts on development and advancement for the WLAN protocols. However, these
approaches are limited to MAC parameters [Doefexi et al. 2003], signal condition [Pavon and Choi
2003], coverage [Sendra et al. 2011] and number of users [Roshan and Leary 2004]. In addi-
tion, there are few studies which directly apply video properties of application layer into MAC
layer [Chen et al. 2010].

Inan et. al. [Inan et al. 2006] propose a scheduler for multimedia QoS in 802.11e with parame-
ters traffic classification, packet size, interval, direction. The proposed scheduler can improve per-
formance, but there are no fundamental changes to reduce the protocol overhead. Majkowski and
Palacio [Majkowski and Palacio 2006] propose dynamic TXOP configuration for QoS enhancement
based on average number of packets allocated in AC queue. However, this scheme cannot achieve
good results when most users are in the same video service category. Most works [Siris and Cour-
coubetis 2006; Li et al. 2006; Majkowski and Palacio 2006] on TXOP of 802.11e invest and focus
on only TXOP size/duration not on transmission procedure.

1TXOP or Transmission Opportunity is introduced in 802.11e and allows sending multiple MAC frames per transmission.



Bi [Bi 2012] presents a strategy for service differentiation by using packet loss rate for 802.11
wireless LAN. Unfortunately, this paper does not consider the impact of lost packets on video
quality. Without considering video properties, it can bring more severe side effects in end user
QoE [Huszák and Imre 2010]. Ksentini et al. [Ksentini et al. 2006] propose a MAC modification
to improve video transmission for H.264 videos. However, they differentiate H.264 video partitions
at MAC layer and classify them to different access priorities in 802.11e. Thus, the performance of
this scheme is limited to the performance of 802.11e Block ACK scheme. Bucciol et al. [Bucciol
et al. 2007] use a perceptual ARQ, however it is unclear how distortion thresholds can be created
for each packet in a video, without even considering the impact of I/P/B frame packaging. Exist-
ing MAC based approaches focus on application delay constraints of video delivery but are quite
agnostic to video quality [Chen et al. 2010; MacKenzie et al. 2009; She et al. 2011]. In selectively
dropping video packets, the most significant point is not in finding allowable number/threshold of
video packet-drops, but in figuring out which video packets can be dropped depending on the video
properties in the given network conditions. Chen et al. [Chen et al. 2010] consider the number of
packets dropped within a GOP to limit packet retransmissions. But they do not consider frame-type
and its non-uniform impact on video quality. She et all [She et al. 2011] propose a scheme that drops
only delayed packets in MAC layer. Their approach does not optimize MAC itself, but throttles the
input traffic by eliminating the packets which are not able to make the receiver’s application layer
in time. It is also limited to real-time video traffic. In event of a sporadic network congestion, the
scheme will fail to deliver required video quality, whereas, as we will show later, our scheme works
at MAC level and adapts itself to channel conditions. MacKenzie et al. [MacKenzie et al. 2009]
considers packet dropping and packet mapping schemes. The packet mapping schemes give higher
access level to important video data while packet dropping schemes drop packet pro-actively based
on some heuristics. Moreover, the results are shown under only one video resolution (CIF, 352*288)
without network variations. None of the approaches tend to improve the MAC performance itself.

Application layer approaches focus mainly on video buffer management and control [Balan et al.
2003; Dua and Bambos 2007], but ignore retransmission issues that significantly contribute to per-
formance of wireless networks. Gangadharan et al. [Gangadharan et al. 2011] propose a frame work
of variable buffer size with lossy video quality. Their approach shows tradeoffs between buffer
sizing and frame dropping strategy. Although it implies better application buffer usage, it leads to
wastage of network resources. Feamster and Balkrishnan [Feamster and Balakrishnan 2002] propose
an application layer scheme that uses different network layer schemes (TCP and UDP) for I packets
and P/B packets respectively. Performing selective retransmissions in application layer [Feamster
and Balakrishnan 2002] will incur higher costs due to redundancy in lower layer retransmissions.
Sen et al [Sen et al. 2010] design ‘Approximate’ communication system for media application. They
also consider the video frame type with each priority in PHY. Such work is complementary to our
approach.

Most of the existing works for video streaming are based on two approaches; the first approach
are from video-buffer management, video frame control, etc in application layer. The approaches
cannot contribute to increasing efficiency of wireless resources, because the video packets arrived in
application layer means the wireless network resources (in MAC/ network layer) are already wasted.
The second approaches are based on only MAC parameters such as signal power, strength, interfer-
ence, etc. These approaches do not consider the properties of video so that they cannot support the
video data when video connections becomes majority in the WiFi network. From this issue, we pro-
pose the Video-aware MAC (VMAC), where we apply the properties using in application layer into
MAC layer so that VMAC can control video stream in MAC in advance and reduce the significant
network metrics like delay, throughput, jitter. We implement perceptual tolerance at MAC layer,
saving volumes of retransmissions and improving transmission efficiency by introducing our pro-
posed schemes at 802.11e QoS MAC operations to boost performance and reduce delay for realtime
streaming video services. Plus, ours is the first work to consider an adaptive window inside TXOP
to achieve better performance tradeoff between 802.11e Burst ACK and Block ACK mechanisms.



NOTE: The nomenclature ‘frame’ refers to MAC layer frames in this paper. When we discuss about
video frames, they are explicitly mentioned.

3. MOTIVATION
Video data has higher throughput requirements and lower delay deadlines (particularly for real-time
streaming or video chat applications) than normal network traffic. The resilience of video data to
some degree of packet losses has been known to research community, but it has not been leveraged
to achieve better coordination and performance in lower layers.

3.1. Perceptual Video Property in MAC
The final evaluator of video content to be transmitted over wireless network is the human consumer.
Visual perception is the ultimate QoE (Quality of user Experience) for the received video content.
Human visual system can only recognize 10∼12 frames per second (fps) in a video [Read and
Meyer 2000]. The frame rates of 24 to 30 fps are progressive formats and widely used for produc-
ing video contents, giving a smooth temporal experience to human viewer. It is quite well known
fact that our visual system can tolerate some quality loss of video due to persistence of vision in
visual cortex [Moorthy et al. 2012]. Existing works consider frame dropping in application layer
in terms of buffer management [Gangadharan et al. 2011], or controlling for late-arrived packets.
Some papers consider dropping packets in MAC layers, but they make decisions based on network
parameters [Chen et al. 2010; She et al. 2011] without consideration of video properties.

The goal behind our scheme is to exploit perceptual resilience of videos in MAC layer to re-
duce retransmissions. Although UDP connection ignores lost/erroneous and out-of-time packets,
MAC layer makes upto 4 attempts to retransmit MAC frame. The continuous retransmission in
lossy wireless LAN causes service degradation in delay-sensitive video traffic flows. Our approach
is to provide MAC layer with some degree of Perceptual Error Tolerance (PET). For example, A
PSNR2 value above 37 usually implies perfect perceptual reconstruction at receiver, although there
may be losses in network transmission [Klaue et al. 2003]. Mapping this tolerance to MAC level
frame losses allows us to alleviate the network from the burden of retransmitting those extra bits
which don’t significantly contribute to perceptual quality, and hence allows better goodput for re-
altime video applications. More users can be served, with higher satisfaction rate, than the existing
standards.

3.2. Tradeoff between Burst ACK and Block ACK Schemes
In order to support QoS and protocol efficiency, 802.11e standards introduce Access Category (AC)
for QoS and the concept of TXOP for protocol efficiency, called as Burst ACK scheme. In Burst
ACK, multiple MAC frames are sent together within one TXOP duration, each requiring an ACK to
indicate successful transmission. A TXOP is a bounded time interval during which a station can send
as many frames as possible. The TXOP duration is varied according to application requirements
(voice/ video/ data). This improves the overall throughput and delay performance over legacy DCF
scheme. However, Burst-ACK scheme still requires ACK for every MAC frame in TXOP. This can
achieve quick recovery for frame loss/error in a bad channel, but it can turn into protocol overhead
in good channel condition.

The Block ACK (BA) scheme in 802.11e further improves the performance by alleviating the
need of individual ACK for each MAC frame transmission. Instead, only a single group ACK mes-
sage is exchanged at the end of TXOP duration. Removal of ACK for each MAC frame can dramati-
cally decrease the overhead of ACK exchanges, thereby increase net throughput. However, if there is
any lost frame in TXOP, it cannot be retransmitted immediately due to absence of individual ACKs.
This may lead to increased delay and jitter, which is crucial for real-time video streaming applica-
tions in bad channel. Although delay overheads are of few ms, it can lead to substantial degradation

2PSNR is a widely used video quality metrics. A low value (≤ 20) indicates poor quality transmission while a higher value
indicates higher video reconstruction quality.



Fig. 3. Error Propagation in a GOP in the even of P frame loss (M=15, B=2)

in user quality in end-end video chat applications. It is necessary to have flexible tradeoffs between
two schemes according to the network conditions.

3.3. Our Approach
We first design a Perceptual Error Tolerance (PET) scheme in MAC layer. There are three types
of video frames (I/P/B frames) and each has different impact on perceptual quality. The loss of
MAC frame corresponding to I-type video frame leads to most significant perceptual quality degra-
dation. Lesser degradation is experienced by a P or B frame loss. Through extensive experiments
and theory, we define a different penalty for the loss of MAC frame when it corresponds to I or P
or B video frame. Next, we add the penalty over a moving time window. In case of a MAC frame
loss, we determine whether or not that loss corresponds to significant perceptual loss by summing
the penalty over current window. Only when it exceeds a pre-determined threshold, we trigger a
selective feedback mechanism, as explained next. Finally, we implement this idea into MAC layer
to reduce retransmissions. By avoiding retransmissions for MAC frame losses not amounting to
perceptual degradation, PET can boost overall network performance.

Unlike existing 802.11 standards, our scheme uses group-NACK, which improves the throughput
in good channel conditions. The size of window is adaptive so that it is able to take advantages from
both burst ACK scheme and BA scheme depending on channel conditions. Burst scheme is strong at
immediate recovery of frames in high loss/error scenarios, but leads to wastage of time, especially
in good channel conditions (where feedback is redundant). On the contrary, BA can transmit data
without waiting for inter MAC frame waiting time, while it is vulnerable to expeditious packet
recovery in unstable network condition. In order to integrate two schemes, we introduce a scheme
which can adapt the window size inside TXOP.

We propose NAW (NACK based Adaptive Window) scheme to reduce the protocol overhead of
MAC layer while improving efficiency. NAW introduces a flexible window within TXOP. A group
of MAC frames are transmitted together in a single window and a single group-NACK is required
for them. This group of frames is called as ‘Window”. In a given TXOP, the size of window is
adapted according to the network conditions. In good channel conditions, the performance is close
to Block ACK scheme while the performance is close to Burst ACK scheme in case of high losses.
We use TCP-like algorithm to vary the size of window.

A sender is able to transmit MAC frames upto the size of the current window with a single group-
NACK response. If the transmission is successful, the window size is increased exponentially. If it
fails, the window size is maintained, or decreased in case of consecutive failure. Unlike the TCP
congestion control, the window size is not reduced by a single failure. If the window size is reduced
by only intermittent frame loss/error event (which happens all the time in wireless networks), it will
have less transmission efficiency. If network condition becomes worse (successive frame drops),
the window size is decreased. The window can adapt its size to the fluctuating wireless network
conditions. This is performed within a given TXOP, as shown in the Figure 7(4) later. Our VMAC
scheme has these two components: NAW and PET for efficient and flexible video content delivery.



4. PERCEPTUAL ERROR TOLERANCE (PET)
In this section, we define a scheme for perceptual error tolerance in video streaming. The goal is to
boost network performance when applying perceptual video tolerance in MAC layer. With this, we
also explore tradeoff between MAC frame drop event and its impact on visual quality.

The generation of video packets is defined by the factors such as quality (bit rate), resolution,
Group of Picture (GOP) size and frame packaging scheme. Thus, certain frames have a higher
impact on video quality than others. We want to figure out how much frame loss at MAC layer is
acceptable for good perceptual delivery?

All modern video coding standards, starting from H.261, use a hybrid video coding in what they
call as Video Coding Layer (VCL). A Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) formats the VCL repre-
sentation of the video and provides header information in a manner appropriate for conveyance by
particular transport layers (such as Real Time Transport Protocol) or storage media. VCL processes
video frames into GOP and classifies the frames with as I, P and B type frames which are coded in
a specific manner to save overall bandwidth usage [Richardson ]. Drop of a frame containing I/P/B
information will lead to different perceptual quality degradation (due to predictive coding in video
codec).

4.1. Impact of frame type in packet loss
Error in a single I frame in a GOP brings propagates to entire frames of associated GOP. If a P frame
is erroneous, the all associated P or B frames to be reconstructed based on it are damaged. Figure
3 shows two examples of the effect of P frame being damaged. If last P frame in a GOP is lost, the
number of damaged frames is 5 including the lost packet itself. However, loss of the second-to-last
P frame affects 8 frames. Due to error propagation, loss of a prior P frame damages subsequent P
frames also. Error propagation of P frame can be different depending on the position of the lost P
frame within a GOP. B frame is not used for references of the other frame types. Thus, loss of B
frame does not affect other frames. The number of P frames in a GOP can be derived from two
parameters usually used to specify a GOP: N is for the size of GOP, and M for the number of B
frames between I or P frame as follows :

NP =
N

M + 1
− 1

The fraction of erroneous frames (in GOP) by error in a P frame (D) can be given as below :

DNP
= (2M + 1)× 1

N

DNP−1 = (3M + 2)× 1

N
.......

D1 = ((NP + 1) ·M +NP )×
1

N

Average loss caused by a P frame loss is calculated as expected number of distorted frames (D)

E(DP ) =
1

NP
·

(
NP∑
i=1

Di

)

=
1

NP ×N

(
M(

NP (NP + 1)

2
+NP ) +

NP (NP + 1)

2

)
⇒ E(DP ) =

M(NP + 3) +NP + 1

2N



Thus, we observe that dropping different frame-types has different impact on video quality.

λI

(
=
N

N

)
= 1

λP =
M(NP + 3) +NP + 1

2N

λB =
1

N
(1)

Thus, dropping I frame impacts entire GOP, P has effect on λP fraction of frames and B is limited
to one frame.

4.2. Experiment Setup and Implementation
To investigate the impact of video frame-type on the perceptual video delivery we used the following
setup.

We set up a video streaming server and a client using VLC media player. It uses RTP/ RTCP
over UDP for video streaming. However, selective dropping of I/P/B frames at MAC layer is not
possible with existing software. We implement and insert a middleware between sender and receiver
which can selectively drop packets at a desired packet loss rate. It sniffs video byte stream, detects
video frame type in MAC frames and selectively drops a MAC frame based on I/P/B frame-type.
Video frame type, position of frame-begining and slice informations are presented at video header
in the payload. Thus, the middleware needs to decode only header information to obtain video frame
type, and find position where a new video frame begins if a single packet is overlapped over two
consecutive video frames. The middleware inspects packet header, not full packet information so, it
does not require any additional workloads and overhead in processing and classifying video frame
types. After the detection, the middleware apply the given rules and policies to the MAC frames.
The video codecs supported are MP4/MPEG2Video and file container is mp4/mpg. In our setup, the
middleware sits at MAC of sender.

4.3. Evaluation
Figure 4 shows the examples of images captured in our experiments. It can be visually seen how
I MAC frame loss has maximum damage. However, we can also observe that different I frame
losses have different impact on video quality. Same for P and B frames. 0.5% loss in I-frame has no
noticeable visible distortion, but around 1% I-frame drop shows broken big lines in the middle of
display. In the case of P-frames, there is no recognizable distortions until 3%. Above 3%, P-frame
drop leads to blocking and blurring effects on the display. Around 5% drop of B-frame leads to loss
of pixels and stretched image at the bottom of Figure 4 (h).

Figure 5 shows the impact of selective MAC frame drops. PSNR values are reported for a rep-
resentative video sequence (Oldwoman). The impact of a I frame loss spreads across entire GOP
while the impact of P frame is less spread over the GOP and the impact of a B MAC frame is limited
to one video frame. The width of red-dotted line indicates GOP size of video Oldwoman. B or P
frames can have more stronger impact than losses of I-frame even if the duration is shorter than P
and B. I-frame always have bigger and longer impacts than B or P within the same GOP. However,
there are various motion speeds and contents in a video, and this means different GOP can have dif-
ferent impacts. Thus, I-frame in a GOP of fast motion can be smaller impacts than P/B frame in the
different GOP of slow motion. However, I frame always bring longer propagation than P/B frame
because the size of GOP (fixed value) is not changed in the middle of video playtime. In Figure 5,
the green line around frame number 620 present B-frame and it shows bigger impact than I-frame
which is around frame number 950. However, P/B video frame always have shorter duration than
that of I video frame. (Compare width of P/B with that of I-frame).

As we proposed earlier, PET allows the receiver to not report MAC frame losses if they are
within the threshold of perceptual tolerance. We ran experiments with different videos and found



(a) (I : 0.5% ) (b) (I : 1%; Recognizable) (c) (I : 5%; Strong distrotion)

(d) (P : 0.5%; very small dist. in car ) (e) (P : 3%; small dist. in car ) (f) (P : 5%; over entire display)

(g) (B : 1%; Not recognizable ) (h) (B : 3%; Not recognizable ) (i) B : 5% ; thick blur. at bottom) )

Fig. 4. Impacts of different drop rates of each frame type; Example of a video (Oldwoman)
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Fig. 5. Effect of dropping individual I/P/B MAC frames on sample video. I frame loss has a lasting impact while B frame
loss has impulsive impact on perceived video quality. P frame loss is also spread over multiple video frames. (Oldwoman
video HD, GOP(15,2), MAC frame drop rate is set to 0.5% on each frame type).

that when a MAC frame is lost, it corresponds to a distortion in the video frame which the lost MAC
frame belongs to, and subsequently leads to quality loss : Damage in I video frame leads to stronger
damages and longer damage propagation across over entire GOP than that in P or B video frame.
The impact of B video frame is the smallest since B frame is not referred and used to other frames.
Figure 6 shows one of our experiment examples to explain impacts depending on the video frame
type in a GOP. The details of video contents and properties are reported in the Table I.

Figure 6 shows the variation in perceived video quality with varied channel conditions. The x axis
shows packet loss rate at MAC layer while y axis shows average PSNR value of aligned frames.
Selective dropping MAC frames belonging to each video frame type (I/P/B) are performed in the
middleware and it can be observed that different videos suffer different degradation under same
network conditions. Videos with low resolution (CIF 352× 288 in (a) for foreman video) are more
robust to packet loss compared with (b) a full HD (1920 × 1080) video. Figure 6 (b∼d) are three
videos with different motion-speed contents but similar bit rates. These cases report that the strength
of motion-speed in a video can have different tolerances on video quality. (e) is a high quality HD
video with aesthetic details. Thus, there is significant drop in video quality with packet loss rate for
detailed or high quality videos as compared with regular videos (c-d). (e) and (f) are the same video
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Fig. 6. Evaluating the impact of individual MAC frame losses for different videos.

with different GOP sizes of 15 and 30. It can be observed that smaller GOP size leads to higher
degradation in video quality with packet loss rate.

We summarize these observations from the experiments with following explanations :
Quality: A high quality video has lots of high frequency information, therefore it requires a large
bit rate compared to normal video. For example - a single I video frame for ‘Walking mom’
video splits into 273 MAC frames, while only 25∼50 MAC frames are used for other videos in
our dataset. Another observation is that even a single MAC frame loss causes stronger impact in
higher resolution video rather than in lower resolution. A high resolution (HD) video frame splits
into one or more MAC frames, while even one MAC frame may represent several video frames in
a low resolution. A MAC frame loss in low resolution simply causes temporal jitter without spatial
distortions while it may lead to spatial distortions and hence lower quality for HD videos.
Resolution: Low resolution videos tend to have higher resilience to MAC frame losses than that
of high resolution videos. In the case of low resolution videos such as Foreman, a single I frame
splits to only 4∼5 MAC frames, while a single I frame splits to 25-30 MAC frames in HD videos of
moderate bit rates (3 ∼ 5 MBps). One or some losses of MAC frames leads directly to video frame
loss(es) in low resolution videos, while a high resolution video has distortions in a video frame
rather than video frame loss(es). Distortions in video frames (I or P) propagate within the range of
GOP, and this bring more degradation in user QoE than skipping some video frames due to packet



Table I. Details of sample videos(Codec : MPEG4/H264;
Container MP4)

Name Length Resolution GOP(N:M)
Old Woman 30 sec 1920× 1080 15:2
Adventure 30 sec 720× 576 15:2
Foreman 10 sec 352× 288 10:2

Duck 30 sec 1920× 1080 15:2
Football 10 sec 1920× 1080 12:2

Walking mom 30 sec 1440× 1080 15:2, 30:3
Highway 80 sec 352× 288 10:2

Table II. PSNR threshold and corresponding drop rates for I, P and B video
frame types)

Scheme Target
PSNR Range

Threshold
Value \ Frame type I P B

VMAC37 37
ρ̄ 0.3 1.7 4
σ 0.0483 0.560 1.063

VMAC32 32
ρ̄ 0.5 2.5 6
σ 0.0805 0.659 1.328

losses. Figure 6 (a) and (b) depict that a high resolution video experiences more impacts of packet
loss than a low resolution video. The other cases of HD of (c), (d), (e) and (f) shows sharp quality
degradation than (a).
GOP size: The size of GOP affects the propagation range of video distortion. Figure 6(e-f) show
the impact of frame drop for different frame sizes. Errors in B frames are not propagated to other
video frames because B frame is not referred by other frames for prediction. However, I frame type
are referred by all frames within GOP for prediction and P frame as used by a few frames, so they
are more vulnerable to packet loss rate than B (in that order). Loss in I frame is more harmful to
video quality when GOP size is large (see Figure 6(e-f)).
Motion Higher-motion videos consume more MAC frames to contain information. The increased
number of MAC frames means that each MAC frame loss contributes to lesser portion of video
frame. In the same condition of resolution, a MAC frame in a slow-motion takes larger potion in a
video frame than the portion of a fast-motion video. This means that the MAC frame loss causes
larger distortion in the video frame of a slow-motion video than a fast one, and this distortion
propagates to the other frames. Thus, The slow-motion videos are more vulnerable to MAC frame
losses than higher-motioned ones. This fact can be observed in Figure 6 (c) and (d).
Frame-type Significant impact was found when we tried to correlate the impact of drop of I/P/B
frames with perceptual quality in received videos. It is neither possible to exactly determine video
quality/resolution at network level, nor to find a linear relationship in these variations with MAC
frame loss events. Therefore, we take the average across a pool of videos (we choose HD videos) to
obtain exact thresholds.

We next define perceptual thresholds and translate them to packet loss rate at MAC layer as
follows:

(1) PSNR is the most widely used video quality metric. A PSNR value greater than 37 is found
to give no-perceptual loss to human observer while a value ∼ 32 means good quality visual
experience [Klaue et al. 2003]. We select a suitable perceptual threshold (PSNRthres)

(2) We take a pool of videos and use our middleware to selectively drop I/P/B MAC frames from the
video at different loss rates. We next use the tool presented in [Chan et al. 2010] to measure PSNR
of reconstructed videos. The tool presented in [Chan et al. 2010] realigns videos in absence of
time-stamp to help us perform PSNR evaluation. We map PSNRthres to individual weights for
I/P/B frame errors (δI(i), δP (i) and δB(i) respectively).

(3) We average the I/P/B frame error weights over a pool of video traces to get final values of δI , δP
and δB .
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(4) When an expected MAC frame is not received at the receiver, the receiver first determines the
frame type of the lost MAC frame based on the video frame type of the previous and next video
frame in the GOP sequence (as available). Next, it increases the weight depending on whether the
video frame type is I, P or B. If the aggregate of weights for PET window (size 100) is above 1, a
NACK is sent for current packet, otherwise, no NACK is sent. The threshold is calculated over a
window (of length, say 100 MAC frames) after which the previous packet loss is not aggregated.

We derived the threshold values of acceptable packet loss rate for each video frame type under
the conditions of PSNRthres = 37 and PSNRthres = 32. The results are given in Table II. It can
be seen that the ratio of γB/γI is close to λI/λB from Equation 1 (M=2 and N varies from 10 to
15 for most content, averaging around 12, NP = 2). The ratio γP /γI is close to αλI/λP where
α ' 3.5 instead of theoretical assumption of 1. The impact of P frames loss is lesser than what we
had estimated in theoretical model which accounted for full frame loss instead of MAC frame loss.
This is because, MAC layer losses may not lead to full-quality losses due to partial reconstruction of
frames from other MAC layer packets. The obtained priorities to be applied in our middleware are
in agreement with the theoretical model depending on the video frame type. We use these thresholds
in our experiments.



5. NACK-BASED ADAPTIVE WINDOW
5.1. Selective group-NACK Response
ACK is traditionally preferred over NACK because NACK-based scheme can lead to a poor perfor-
mance in cases where NACK is also lost subsequent to a MAC frame loss. In this case, a sender will
transmit future frames without knowledge of a frame loss. Or the user may never issue a NACK if
the packets destined to him were all lost. This is not the usual case for high-volume video traffic.
After receiving out of order data, a receiver sends the NACK again and the sender transmits the pre-
vious data again. In order to overcome this issue, we introduce group-NACK unlike the traditional
NACK response. TXOP is divided into several windows and each window contains one or more
than one MAC frame. For each window, a single group-NACK is transmitted to the sender. Unlike
the loss of traditional NACK, loss of group-NACK can be handled in two ways :

(1) If the loss is below the perceptual threshold, the lost group-NACK can be consolidated into
PET and ignored

(2) If the loss is greater than the threshold, group-NACK is triggered in the next window.
These combination of PET and group-NACK of window in TXOP can dramatically maximize

the efficiency in video data communication in 802.11e MAC and performance in realtime video
streaming services without video quality degradation.

5.2. Adaptive Window in TXOP
We use the concept of ‘Window’ within TXOP. Multiple MAC frames in the current window are
transmitted and expect a single group-NACK reply. The size of window is adaptive varying from 1
(minimum) to TXOP length depending on channel conditions. After transmitting frame(s), a sender
should wait PIFS interval to receive NACK from its receiver. If the sender does not receive NACK,
it assumes that the packet was well-received. If there is(are) frame loss(es), a receiver sends NACK
to inform the sender with information (bit-mark) of dropped MAC frame(s). The duration of PIFS
is bigger than SIFS (Short Inter Frame Space) and shorter than DIFS (DCF Inter Frame Space).
Unlike BA and burst ACK scheme, a sender waits for larger time interval (PIFS instead of SIFS) to
process the NACK from a receiver. We choose PIFS (Point coordination function IFS) over SIFS to
give receiver enough time to process NACK for entire window.

We discussed the tradeoff between Block ACK and Burst ACK schemes in 802.11e earlier. In
poor channel conditions, Block ACK leads to increased delay while Burst ACK causes redun-
dancy and lower throughput (in good channel conditions). We break TXOP into smaller and variable
blocks, which we call as ‘Window’. Figure 7.(4) illustrates the structure of window within a TXOP.
The system starts with a window size of 1, increases it to 2 with subsequent transmission. In case of
frame loss, NACK is issued by a receiver which leads to retransmission of the lost MAC frame (F3
of (4) in Figure 7) in next window. Because of MAC frame loss, the window size is not incremented
in this transmission. In next transmission, window size of 4 is used and so on.

The size of window is adaptive, varied using a Multiplicative-Increase Tolerant-Multiplicative-
Decrease algorithm which has some resemblance to TCP congestion control algorithm. Packet loss
is more likely to happen in the bursty manner than isolated losse [Borella et al. 1998]. Multiplicative-
increase helps our algorithm to quickly reach suitable window size. We also perform multiplicative-
decrease to reduce window size so that lost MAC frames can be recovered immediately without
waiting for another TXOP. However, it is triggered only after 2 times of consecutive packet losses
in order to avoid inefficiency due to sparse and intermittent packet losses.

The idea is explained as follows: Window size (sz) is initialized to 1. In next round, Window size
is multiplied by 2 with every successive transmission reaching a maximum value equal to largest
multiple of 2 less than TXOP length (sz ≤ 2blog(szTXOP )c). In case of an unsuccessful transmission,
sz is scaled by a factor of two. However, given the lossy nature of wireless network, stand-alone
MAC frame losses are not considered. MAC frame losses over more than two consequent windows
lead to reduction in window size. This helps to prevent window size from dramatic decrement due to
intermittent packet loss and from hasty increment in continuous/dense packet loss/error conditions.
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Fig. 9. Variations of Window size

The lost MAC frames are recovered in next window. The variations in window size reflect the state
of wireless channel. Figure 8 shows the general adaptation of (fixed) window size depending on
MAC frame loss rate, obtained using simulation over 105 frames.

MIMD in NAW : As shown in the Figure 9 (a), any multiplicative incremental rates does not
show big difference to reach full window size in no error/ loss environment. However an additive
increment takes more than 15 steps to reach maximum window size. Each step causes additional
delay of the inter frame space between windows and the number of not-transmitted MAC frames.
Thus, NAW choose multiplicative increment in increasing window than additive increment for quick
response for no error/loss environment. Figure 9 (a) shows how window is decreased in the case of
continuous error/loss occurrence, shown in after step of 25. Unlike the existing multiplicative decre-
ment (MD), MD in NAW show smoother drops in decreasing window at consecutive error/losses
conditions. This helps NAW cope with efficiently intermittent errors/losses.

The figure 9 (b) (log scale in Y axis) depicts the real variation of window size depending on
the different error rates. While the window approach the maximum size quickly at 10−7, it takes
more time to reach the max at 10−6. After the window touches at the max, it does not decrease the
window size sharply for intermittent error/loss. Thus, our proposed scheme is able to get as good
performance as Block ACK(BA) at good network conditions. On the contrary, NAW is cautious
in increasing at high error rates of 10−5 or 10−4. Reckless try to increase window size in bad
network conditions casues unnecessary redundant retransmissions, and it leads to waste of window.
At the highest error rate, the window behavior becomes similar to Burst ACK scheme to cope with
recovering high errors/losses.

Therefore, our proposed scheme can adopt its behavior depending on the channel conditions
in order to process immediate recovery for lost frames. This is illustrated in the results shown in
Figure 7. The flexible length of window can have the both of advantages of the burst ACK and BA
scheme. The algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 1 and 2. The lost/erroneous MAC frames can be
easily recovered in the next window and NAW does not need to wait for another TXOP interval like
BA scheme.

6. PERFORMANCE
We measure the performance of VMAC over existing schemes in this section.

6.1. Setup
The details of parameter settings for the simulations are given in Table III. The length of TXOP was
restricted to 3 ms as specified in 802.11e standards. We use 802.11g which restricts the theoretical
data bound to 54 Mbps. BER was varied in the range 10−4 to 10−7.



ALGORITHM 1: Sender side modifications for VMAC (NAW) algorithm

(A) Sender side modifications for VMAC (NAW) algorithm;

sz : Current NAW Window Size;
while frames to send do

wait for PIFS interval ;
if NACK(t) then

if #NACK(t)=1 & #NACK(t-1)=0 then
sz = sz;

else
sz = sz/2;

end
Select NACKed frames for next Window

else
sz = sz × 2;

end
Transmit sz MAC frames in a single Window;

end
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(b) BER : 5× 10−5
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Fig. 10. Practical throughput and delay performance depending on different window sizes

6.2. At Fixed Window Size
First of all, we show the performance of NAW scheme for different fixed window sizes and various
channel conditions. Figure 10 gives throughput and delay when using variable window size within
given TXOP. We can observe how different window sizes give different performance when we use
different network conditions. When the bit error rate is very low (∼ 10−7) small window size
leads to performance very close to burst ACK scheme while large window size (> 12) gives a
performance comparable to Block ACK scheme. The improvement over Block ACK is mainly due
to NACK instead of ACK being used in our scheme. We can see consistent better performance for
different window size in good channel conditions. At poor channel conditions (such as the case in
Figure 10(d) where bit error rate is 10−4), we find that a larger window size doesn’t lead to higher
throughput or lower delay. Figure 10 (e)-(h) show the performance of delay with each different fixed
window size. In poor channel conditions Burst ACK has smaller delay than Block ACK scheme,
but our scheme is able to outperform both.



ALGORITHM 2: Receiver side modifications for VMAC (NAW+PET) algorithm

(B) Receiver side modifications for VMAC (NAW+PET) algorithm;

wait for PIFS interval ;
T=0 % Threshold variable; n % Current frame number;
W(n) % perceptual loss for frame n ; sz % Current NAW Window Size;
for all packets within NAW Window do

if frame not received then
% Apply Perceptual Error Tolerance;
Determine frametype;
if frametype==I then

T=T+1/δI ;
W(n)=1/δI ;

end
if frametype==P then

T=T+1/δP ;
W(n)=1/δP ;

end
if frametype==B then

T=T+1/δB ;
W(n)=1/δB ;

end
if W (n− 100) 6= 0 then

T=T-W(n-100);
end
if T > 1 then

notify NACK;
T=0;
W=0;

end
end
Aggregate NACK notifications and send;
if Actual window size > sz then

% implies loss of NACK information;
sz = sz × 2;
Aggregate NACK(t-1) notifications with NACK(t);

end
if NACK(t) then

% Update NAW Window size;
if #NACK(t)=1 & #NACK(t-1)=0 then

sz = sz;
else

sz = sz/2;
end

else
sz = sz × 2;

end
end



Table III. Parameters

Param Values
Type of traffic Video

Protocol RTP/RTCP
Video packet length 1316 * 8(bits)
Total frame length 1370 * 8(bits)

TXOP length 3ms
CWmin 16

Contention time (CWmin-1)/2
Transmission prob. 2/(CWmin-1)

Bit error rate(γ) 10−7 ∼ 10−4

Frame error rate 0.1349 ∼ 0.8667
Data rate 54Mbps
Basic rate 6Mbps
Time slot 9 µsec

AIFSN (video) 2

6.3. Evaluation in varying channel conditions
The overall performance of VMAC over existing schemes is shown in Figure 11. There is a con-
sistent performance gain of 60-80% while using VMAC over legacy schemes. Delay gain is also
consistent at 35-45% over legacy scheme of 802.11g. By default, VMAC sets the PSNR threshold
to 37. We have also shown the results for case where PSNR threshold is set to 32 (good but not
best video quality). VMAC37 has more strict conditions (lower drop-rates shown in Table II) than
that of VMAC32, so VMAC32 can show better performance consistently. We can see that VMAC
outperforms other schemes in all channel conditions. As the bit error rate increases, total throughput
naturally decreases, however, VMAC 37 are able to show better results in bad channel condition of
2 ∗ 10−4. Particularly in poor channel conditions, it pays to set PSNRthres to smaller values such
as 32. This gives significant improvement of over 10% in throughput and delay gain over VMAC 37.
The delay performance in Figure 11 shows tussle between Block ACK and Burst ACK in varying
channel conditions. We have measured end-end delay at application layer (Vcodec buffer) for these
measurements and not the packet level delays. This is more practical because application layer delay
is more closer to user experience or observation than lower layer delay. In bad channel condition,
Burst ACK can have shorter delay than Block ACK. Even if BA can receive more MAC frames than
Burst ACK in the MAC layer, burst ACK can pass the MAC layer-receiving buffer packets earlier to
the application layer while Block ACK has to wait for next TXOP to recover the loss or erroneous
frames.

Unlike Block ACK, VMAC can immediately recover the error/loss in the next window without
any delay to wait for next TXOP. Let us say the sequence number of the current window is (n).
If frame losses happen, the sender sends NACK to request retransmissions in the next window
(n + 1). Even if the lost frames are skipped retransmitting in the next window (n + 1) due to
loss of the NACK, the lost frames are recovered quickly in the window of (n + 2). The adaptive
window size and use of NACK in VMAC, along with PET, allows it to achieve significant gains
in delay as well as throughput performance. VMAC with different thresholds (32/37) can ignore
retransmissions for video frames. Thus, the outperformance can be different depending on the video
content properties and configurations. Table IV presents the average of actual PSNR achieved and
95% confidence interval. We can see that VMAC is able to ensure desired quality levels to most
videos. This experiments are done in the video pool and parameters mentioned in Table I, II and III.
The bit error rate (γ) can be categorized : [Very good ≤ 10−7 ≤ Good ≤ 10−6 ≤ Bad ≤ 10−5 ≤
Very poor ≤ 10−4].

6.4. Evaluation with multiple clients
In presence of multiple users, throughput and delay degrade quickly because of channel contention.
We consider a scenario where multiple clients are making parallel video connections and competing
for network resources. VMAC doesn’t interfere with channel access mechanism of WiFi therefore
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Fig. 11. Performance of VMAC in different channel conditions

Table IV. Target PSNR vs Actual measured PSNR

Type Target PSNR Actual-Measured PSNR
Avg. 95% Confidence Interval

VMAC37 ∼37 40.0874 [38.1617 - 46.3639]
VMAC32 ∼32 32.9025 [31.6798 - 34.1251]

it also degrades in performance with multiple clients. However, it can be seen that the degradation
is graceful. VMAC also outperforms the other schemes when increasing the number of clients.
For 14 clients, we have throughput gain of almost 67% at BER 10−6 and 100% at BER of 10−4
in comparing legacy scheme (DCF). The delay gain also follows a similar trend. The significant
improvement in delay performance at high error rates is attributed to PET scheme which reduces
the retransmission overhead.

6.5. Exact Perceptual Tolerance (EPT)
In above results, we averaged the perceptual tolerance of different video contents to achieve a static
value for the PET threshold of I, B and P frames. It is quite possible for video servers (such as
Netflix or Youtube) to pre-compute and supply these threshold values for individual videos. In
that case, VMAC will be able to use exact threshold value for the videos and maintain consistent
visual performance for all content types. In the realtime video streaming services, the video session
information by SDP(Session Description Protocol) is delivered to receivers for specific video and
session information such as media type, format, and all associated properties. VMAC threshold
information can also be delivered to VMAC receivers. Threshold information includes only a few
numbers for PET rate so it does not add any overhead in network. Using such scheme, EPT can offer
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(a) Throughput at BER : 10−6
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(b) Throughput at BER : 10−4
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(c) Delay at BER : 10−6
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(d) Delay at BER : 10−4

Fig. 12. Throughput and Delay performance for multiple stations
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Fig. 13. Comparing performance of VMAC with EPT at BER(10−6)

degree of freedom to users to set limits on received video quality. Figure 13 compares performance
of existing VMAC with designated perceptual tolerance of each video. VMAC 37 with EPT gives a
slightly different throughput than the case when averaged thresholds are used.

7. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented VMAC, an attempt to optimize video delivery over wireless network by
redesign of MAC protocol. We proposed PET to control retransmissions in MAC depending on the
video perceptual quality degree and given conditions, thus leading to save network resources. Sec-
ondly, NAW scheme has been proposed to improve the protocol overheads through tradeoff between
Burst ACK and Block AC schemes. We demonstrated 56-89% improvement in net throughput and
34-48% improvement in delay performance over legacy schemes, 802.11g and Burst ACK and block
ACK schemes of 802.11e. VMAC is defined for video-dedicated traffics by using group-NACK, and
PET scheme are all based on error-resiliency of video data. It may be possible to perform similar op-
timizations for other scalable error-resilient applications such as some image or audio codecs. Vary-
ing the perceptual threshold can be helpful in poor networking conditions where reducing PSNR
threshold can reduce stalls in video playback while reducing video quality.
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APPENDIX
A. BACKGROUD
In this appendix, we briefly review the 802.11e enhancements, their application to video streams
and some video properties, which we refer to in later discussion.

Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) is the most common deployment method of Carrier
Sense Multiple Access/ Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) in IEEE 802.11 WLANs. In DCF, a sta-
tion checks whether or not the channel is busy and then it tries to transmit data after a time interval
measured as DIFS (Distributed Inter Frame Space). If data is received without collision, the station
sends acknowledgement (ACK) after SIFS (Short Inter Frame Space) interval to inform the data
is well-received. The frame spacings are of three type DIFS, PIFS and SIFS and their values are
reported in Table VI.

Unfortunately, DCF supports only best-effort service, which implies that it cannot guarantee any
QoS such as minimum bandwidth, jitter, packet delay, etc. Absence of traffic differentiation finally
leads to low satisfaction of end users.

A.1. EDCA - TXOP
IEEE 802.11e Task Group (TG) defines Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) with 8
different user priority (UP) in order for stations to access differential and distributed channels. UP
is defined depending on QoS priority is split into 4 Access Categories (AC) so that the stations can
be serviced independently based on the AC. Table V represents the details of AC. AIFS is a interval
time, which depends on the priority of AC. The AIFS is derived by AIFSN [AC]× slot− time+
SIFS, where AIFSN depends on AC in the Table V.

Packets to be sent are mapped to corresponding AC depending on the different QoS require-
ments. Higher ACed packets are served first. When the packet are ready to transmit, it follows DCF
function.

In legacy DCF mode, only one MAC frame can be delivered in a single channel access, while
EDCA can send more than one frames using concept of TXOP. However, each MAC frame should
be ACKed by the receiver to inform sender whether each packet is well transmitted. This is referred
to as Burst ACK scheme. This traditional ACKing for each transmitted frame can decrease full
performance of TXOP method of EDCA.

Table V. Access Category (AC) in IEEE 802.11e)

Access Category (AC) Type AIFSN Max. TXOP
Background AC BK 7 0
Best Effort AC BE 3 0

Video AC VI 2 3.008ms
Voice AC VO 2 1.504ms

Legacy DCF - 2 0
*AIFSN : Arbitration inter-frame spacing

A.2. Block ACK
IEEE 802.11e standard defines a Block ACK (BA) scheme. In original TXOP of EDCA, a sender
can send a block of frames to the same destination. However, BA allows the sender to send block
of frames without receiving ACK message on each MAC frame of the block. After transmitting a
block of frames, a sender delivers a block acknowledgement request (BAR) to obtain information
about which frames are well received or not. The receiver responds with a block acknowledgement
(BA) to deliver the answer. After receiving the response from the receiver, the sender should defer
a DIFS interval time and process a back off time before sensing channel again.

If some frames are not correctly received, they will be transmitted as a part of the very next
block. The receiver has to maintain a buffer to insert lost frames when they are received. If every
frame in the block is received successfully, the frames transmitted are removed from the queue of



Table VI. Values of Interframe Space in IEEE 802.11)

Standard Slot Time DIFS(µs) PIFS(µs) SIFS(µs)
IEEE 802.11b 20 50 30 10
IEEE 802.11a 9 34 25 16
IEEE 802.11g 9 / 20 28 / 50 19 / 30 10

IEEE 802.11n (2.4/ 5GHz) 9 / 20 28 / 50 19 / 25 / 30 10 / 16

the sender and then a new block of frames are constructed for the next round of transmission. In
order to overcome the protocol overhead from TXOP of EDCA scheme, BA can achieve a better
performance in terms of throughput but it also has limitation on delay sensitive traffic like voice and
video [Cabral et al. 2009; Hiertz et al. 2005; Li et al. 2006; Ranjitkar and Ko 2008]. Larger TXOP
size can bring better throughput but it can also introduce a delay problem on delivery of packets
between layers in a receiver side. The original EDCA scheme can process immediate response for
a lost frame in bad circumstance since every ACK message is delivered to a sender on every frames
in a given TXOP duration.

A.3. Frame packaging in videos
Existing video coding standards such as MPEG2, H.264 AVC (or MPEG-4 rel 10), H.264 SVC and
H.265 (or MPEG HEVC) are all based on same skeleton of video coding, essentially characterized
by three steps:

(1) Temporal coding using frame packaging, motion compensation, estimation and other tech-
niques.

(2) Spatial coding using DCT, quantization and other techniques.
(3) Entropy coding using arithmetic or huffman coding.

Fig. 14. Example : Pattern of GOP(N=15, M=2) in MPEG Video Stream; (15,2) is most commonly used GOP parameters.

In the frame packaging stage, video frames are classified into three types of frames: I, P and B
frame. Each type of frame is encoded by different compression methods according to the depen-
dences with other temporal video frames. The bit stream generated by video encoder consists of the
fixed length-pattern of I, P and B frames, which is called as Group of Picture(GOP). From the type
of GOP pattern and size, the encoding MPEG file has different properties such as file size, video
quality, decoding methods, bitrate of streaming, etc.

— I Frame (Intracoded frame); Encoded independently of the other types of frame. I frame is refer-
enced in encoding P and B frames.

— P Frame (Predictively encoded frame); P frame is encoded from information of the previous
reference frame, I or another P frame.

— B Frame (Bi-diretional frame); Encoded from the preceding and succeeding reference frames, I
or P frame.

The pattern of GOP is specified by two parameters, N and M . N denotes the total size of GOP;
interval of I frame, and M presents the coding ratio of inter-frame; the number of B frames between
I or P frame. The Figure 14 shows the example of a single GOP. GOP is a serial pattern of I, P and B
frames. Key frame, I is the most important frame, followed by P and B in order. There is one I frame
in a single GOP, whereas the number of P and B are decided by parameters, M and N. In Figure 14,



there are four P frames, but they have different importance according to their each position. The P
frame in beginning of GOP causes more significant distortion than others.


